
an invitation to 
Meddle in the Middle

Shhhhh… Quiet revolution
“As Ben Okri so eloquently puts it:
‘We need to become adaptive mariners’ 
(1999:48) We need to support each other 
from our complimentary positions within 
the larger systems - to see what we can offer 
each other to help make the changes needed, 
and to keep incrementally, cumulatively, 
proactively fuelling the quiet revolution.” 
(Chappel: 2011: 159)

email: suziespindrift@yahoo.co.uk 
mobile: 07532361267



an invitation to 
Meddle in the Middle

Teacher Swap
Offer a new approach to  a topic by swapping with 
another subject teacher or another dance teacher from a 
nearby school.

Merge Residency
Three schools work as a triad sharing a dance company or 
collective that will be working with classes teachers  and 
clubs on a three months scheme. 

Together they will co-create and co-perform  a dance 
piece that is performed alongside the other two schools at 
a joint venue. The evening will host work from local 
universities, and the company themselves. 

The company will have another 6 weeks residency  to 
refi ne and develop their ideas, using feedback from the 
school s before a fi nal performance at a larger venue 
with the other Merge companies across the South West.  
Schools will be invited to the platform and also will take 
part in workshops and lectures during the day. 

Hubble
Variety of abilities and ages across the school and the 

community are by chance placed together with the same 
starting point e.g. students across the year groups 

including the BTEC/GCSE/A-level work in dialogue with a 
practitioner and an undergraduate. 

They work independently and together towards a mutual 
outcome (mixing art forms,  subjects, or dance styles)

The process and outcome are transparent and 
documented online as blogs, you tube clips and an 

evening of viewing the work live or on fi lm. The work can 
also be applied to solo composition tasks,  perform units. 

Platform for Change
Anti –bullying/Self confi dence platform 2014 that 

encourages multi-generational role models, leadership 
programmes and cross curricular dialogue. 

Work is made through various mediums of creative 
writing, music, dance, drama, photography and fi lm. 

Students are involved in co-constructing and performing 
with graduates and teachers, sharing their work in a large 

scale platform amongst schools, local artists and university 
students.

I intend to set up the following projects and research the success of 
creative partnerships that are embedded into the school curriculum. 
With your help, I can study the pupils perspective on pathways 
through Dance education and the schools perspective on the role 
of Dance. Please consider these projects and respond with your 
interest and offerings.

Suzie West


